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Running Shoe Education Session 
Are your shoes moving you in the right direction? 

The first thing to determine when looking for the right pair of shoes is the motion of your foot while 

running.  Every foot and leg goes through some motion.  The foot starts by turning outward and becoming 

rigid to prepare for the force of impact (3 to 4 times your body weight with each step).  Most people will 

land on the outside of the heel.  Normally, the foot then loosens up and rolls inward-this is called 

PRONATION.  This motion occurs to allow the foot and body to adapt to varying surfaces and absorb 

shock.  After it pronates, the foot becomes rigid again as body weight is transferred over the ball of the 

foot so it can toe-off.  There are three main types of motion that runners can typically exhibit (due to the 

foot type of the runner): 

 

Type of Motion   Foot Type  Type of Shoe Needed  
1. Neutral-normal pronation   High Arch   Neutral 

2. Pronation-rolling inward of the foot  Medium Arch   Stability 

3. Over-Pronation- excessive rolling in  Flat Foot                Motion Control 

 

 

Weight of Shoes: Due to stability and support of shoe as well as type of soles 

1. Light Weight- Racing flats to light weight trainers for hard workouts. 

-decrease the stability, support, and cushion-blow rubber soles (light in color) 

2.   Moderate Weight-most universal 

 -Mix of carbon rubber soles (black in color) and blown rubber (light in color) 

3.   Heavy Weight- Motion Control Shoes-big on support and stability 

 -carbon rubber shoes (Heavy runners-men over 190 lbs, women over 160 lbs) 

Important items to consider when buying a new pair of running shoes:  
1. Determine your running motion by bringing your old running shoes into the running store so the 

specialist may look at the wear patters of the shoe.   

2. Determine your foot type by taking off your shoes and standing up so the running specialist may 

look at your arches.   

3. Consider how many miles you will be running. 

4. Consider where you will be running your miles-on the road, treadmill, track, trails, grass….shoes 

are designed with different soles to withstand different running surfaces.   

5. Shoes last for 300-500 miles assuming you ONLY run in your shoes OR 1 Season 


